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OVERVIEW

PROGRAMME 

OVERVIEW

Delegations For Dialogue's Trade and Investment 

Insights Programme studied the most recent 

economic developments in the DPRK under the 

newly implemented Byungjin Policy. A small 

delegation of carefully selected students  gathered for 

lectures and discussions in China before spending a 

total of five days in Pyongyang and other cities in the 

DPRK's far northeast. The fact-finding programme 

also coincided with the Pyongyang International 

Autumn Trade fair, which provided an ideal 

opportunity for delegates to analyse the conditions 

for business and trade within the most heavily 

sanctioned country in the world. The delegation 

then traveled by domestic flight to the industrial city 

of Chongjin before heading further north to visit the 

Rason Special Economic Zone.   



PROGRAMME 

DATES

BEIJING, CHINA 

 

PYONGYANG, DPRK 

 

KAESONG, DPRK 

 

CHONGJIN, DPRK 

 

RASON, DPRK 

 

YANJI, CHINA 

 

 

 

DELEGATION 

DEMOGRAPHICS

PROGRAMME 
DETAILS

PROGRAMME 

DESTINATIONS

START:  

31 AUGUST 2016 

BEIJING, CHINA

END:  

10 SEPTEMBER 2016,  

BEIJING, CHINA

7 X DELEGATES 

 

1 X SWEDISH 

 

1 X SWISS 

 

1 X INDIAN 

 

1 X BRITISH 

 

1 X GERMAN 

 

1 X PARAGUAYAN  

 

PROGRAMME  

TYPE

FACT-FINDING



PROGRAMME 
OBJECTIVES

RESEARCH 

 THE CURRENT 

BUSINESS 

ENVIRONMENT 

IN THE DPRK

ENGAGE IN 

LANGUAGE AND 

CULTURAL 

EXCHANGES WITH 

LOCAL KOREAN 

STUDENTS 

Delegations For Dialogue's  Trade and Investment Insights 

programme offered delegates a rare insight into the workings of 

business and international trade in the world's most heavily 

sanctioned country, the DPRK.  The programme was designed in a

way to achieve the three following core objectives;

UNDERSTAND  

THE DPRK'S 

COMPLICATED 

HISTORY AND 

CULTURE 



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

BRIEFINGS AND DISCUSSIONS IN BEIJINGBEIJING 
The programme began, like all of Delegations For Dialogue's 

programmes to the DPRK, in Beijing. Here Delegates, representing seven 

different nationalities met for the very first time. Following self- 

introductions, the delegates dived straight into a lecture led by Dr Kevin 

Gray of the University of Sussex covering the background of economic 

sanctions. The delegation then participated in a series of discussions with 

leading experts and discussed topics relating to the DPRK's economic 

development as well as the current business environment. A final briefing

was conducted by Dr James Hoare, who previously served as the British 

Chargé d'affaires in DPRK. 



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

Despite the tough sanctions of the international community, Pyongyang

continued to hold its 12th Autumn International Trade Fair. This was the 

second year in a row that Delegations For Dialogue had attended the 

Autumn Trade Fair, with a notable difference in that, during this year's 

fair, an even greater number of DPRK firms were in attendance. The 

delegates were able to spend the morning exploring the fair and 

speaking with representatives from a range of companies who were 

trading anything from consumer electronics and make-up to heavy 

machinery and buses. International traders hailed from nations such as 

Singapore, Iran and Italy to name just a few. 

ATTENDING THE AUTUMN INTERNATIONAL 

TRADE FAIR
PYONGYANG



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

EXCHANGES WITH LANGUAGE STUDENTS AT 

THE GRAND PEOPLE'S STUDY HOUSE 

The delegation made a quick visit to the Grand People's Study House, 

otherwise known as the DPRK's National Library. Mr Kim, one of the 

library's directors, came to meet the delegation and offered a tour of the 

facilities and book collections. The tour was followed by an opportunity 

to mingle with some students studying English in one of the language 

practice halls. This was a great opportunity for delegates to introduce 

themselves to a diverse mix of Pyongyang residents with varying levels of 

English; from recent university graduates to midlevel business managers. 

PYONGYANG



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

Construction and development within the capital Pyongyang has leaped

ahead in recent years. New apartment blocks can be seen sprouting up 

across the city, while modern leisure facilities are housing an increasing 

number of restaurants, cafes, shops and activities for local Pyongyang 

residents to enjoy. The delegation made a visit to a several of these 

modern facilities during the programme, This included the Munsu Water

Park, where besides swimming and joining  other sports activities, 

delegates could have a haircut! The delegation were also invited to the 

Taedong Beer Festival, which was in its first year of operation. A notably 

older facility included the Austrian joint venture Ryongwang coffee shop 

located on Kim Il Sung Square. 

COMPARISONS OF  OLD AND NEW LEISURE 

FACILITIESPYONGYANG



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

In line with the focus of the programme, Delegates made visits to two

retail outlets in Pyongyang to better understand the levels of

consumerism. The first was the Kwangbok Supermarket which was

opened in 2012 through a joint venture with a Chinese company.

 Covering three floor, the supermarket sells all kinds of groceries as well

as clothing and select household items. The top floor houses a food

court with a range of Korean snacks. Most of these products were locally

made and the supermarket was bustling with activity. Later on,

delegates stopped by the Raekwon Department Store, which is much

smaller in size and sells a larger quantity of imported products. This

store is particularly popular with foreign expats and embassy staff living

in Pyongyang. 

VISIT TO KWANGBOK SUPERMARKET AND 

RAKWON DEPARTMENT STORE
PYONGYANG



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

The delegation made the 170km journey south to the ancient city of 

Kaesong. During the drive, the local DPRK guides introduced the history of

the Kaesong Industrial Complex which was previously one of the few 

examples of economic cooperation between north and south. The 

industrial complex ceased operations in 2016. After arriving, delegates 

joined a guided walking tour around the old town and then made a visit 

to the Koryo Museum for an introduction to the historical background of 

the Koryo Dynasty. The visit was concluded with a trip to the Demilitarised 

Zone (DMZ) where a local military officer met the delegation to explain 

the current military situation. Delegates were able to have their questions 

answered by the officer. 

TOUR OF KAESONG CITY AND THE DMZ
KAESONG



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

VISIT TO A FOOD PROCESSING FACTORY 

The industrial city of Chongjin, located in the country's far northeast, is 

estimated to have a 24 percent share of the DPRK's foreign trade. The city

also plays an important role in the production of steel and fiber. The 

delegation were able to make a quick visit to a food processing factory 

which produces one of the city's most famous delicacies, dried squid, 

among many other products. After a tour of the facilities, the delegates 

were able to sample some of the products and ask questions to the 

factory's representative. 

CHONGJIN



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

VOLLEYBALL GAME WITH CHONGJIN 

RESIDENTS 

At the end of the day, the delegation were warmly invited to join in a 

volley ball game with hotel staff and other Chongjin residents. The game

was an excellent opportunity to interact with local Korean residents, 

despite the language barrier.  

CHONGJIN



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL KOREAN 

CUISINE CHONGJIN

After the volleyball match, delegates were treated to a class on traditional

Korean Cuisine. Chefs from the hotel joined the delegates in the 

restaurant and demonstrated how to make a number of famous Korean 

dishes such as Kimchi (as seen in the photo below) and Pyongyang Cold 

Noodles. The delegates were also able to make their own kimchi as well 

as Korean dumplings under the guidance of the chefs.  



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

LANGUAGE EXCHANGE SESSION WITH 

CHONGJIN SCHOOL STUDENTS 

As with many of our programmes in the DPRK, delegates were able to 

visit a school. This particular visit was made even more special by the 

fact that the delegation were the school's first ever group of foreign 

visitors. After a campus tour led by the headmaster, delegates observed

an English class and spent the remaining half of the class chatting with 

the students. 

CHONGJIN



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

INTRODUCTION TO INVESTMENT IN THE 

RASON SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE 
RASON

The Rason Special Economic Zone was established in 1992 with the goal 

of promoting economic growth through foreign investment. The 

delegation were able to attend a meeting with Trade Officials to learn 

more about the current investment conditions. The meeting began with 

Officials leading a short presentation which covered the background of 

zone. Delegates were then able to ask questions to learn more about the 

future development 



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

VISIT TO THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE BANK 

The Golden Triangle Bank (GTB) is one of two commercial banks in the 

DPRK authorized to accept deposits in hard currency (the Foreign Trade

Bank being the other). Delegates were able to visit the bank, exchange 

money to local currency and even obtain a pre-pay bank card 

denominated in hard currency which could be spent in local businesses 

within the Rason Area. Unlike other banks, the GTB exchanges currency 

at market exchange rates which were displayed on screens above the 

counters. 

 

RASON



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

VISIT TO A LOCAL MARKET 

The Rason City Market is currently the only market foreigners can visit in 

the DPRK. The delegation were able to make a brief stop at the market 

just before returning to China. The Market was bustling with activity with 

the majority of vendors trading predominately daily necessities such as 

stationary and toiletries. Delegates were able to spend some of their local

currency here. A number of delegates even purchased DPRK-made suit 

jackets. 

RASON



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

LANGUAGE EXCHANGE SESSION WITH 

RASON LANGUAGE SCHOOL STUDENTS 

The Rason Foreign Language School is a specialised school that trains 

young Koreans who have a flair for languages. Delegates were able to sit

down with students for an hour long language exchange session. This 

was yet another great opportunity for delegates to interact with local 

students. 

RASON



PROGRAMME 
HIGHLIGHTS

FOLLOW-UP DISUSSIONS IN YANJI CITY

After crossing the border, delegates headed directly to the railway 

station in the nearby city of Hunchun. China had recently completed 

the construction of a $7 billion, 225-mile-long high-speed railway line 

that connected the city Changchun, the capital of Jilin province, to 

Hunchun, with expectations that one day this line will connect with 

both Vladivostok and the DPRK. Within half an hour, Delegates arrived 

into Yanji, the heart of China's Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture 

where the evening was spent unwinding at a local Chinese-Korean bar.

The following day provided ample opportunity for a debriefing and 

follow-up discussions before taking a bullet train back to Beijing. 

YANJI 



DELEGATIONS FOR DIALOGUE
Delegations For Dialogue is a UK-based non-profit, non-partisan, non-religious organisation that equips 

future generations of global leaders with the knowledge and skills necessary to understand the causes of 

conflict. Each year they organise a series of "travelling symposiums", fact-finding programmes and sports 

and cultural diplomacy missions within contentious regions . They also organize conferences and events 

locally within a growing network of university campus associations located around the world. Delegations 

For Dialogue was established in 2015 and has since nine global dialogue programmes engaging over 114 

students and professors from 29 different countries.   

More information: www.delegations.org 
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PROGRAMME 
STAFF

ALAN  

GREGORY 

Alan is a mixed British-Chinese graduate 

of the University of Hong Kong. Following 

graduation Alan gained professional 

experience in strategic consulting and 

academic research. Prior to co-founding 

Delegations for Dialogue, Alan was based 

in Beijing where he organised more than 

a dozen student programmes in North 

Korea. He has since organised all of 

Delegations For Dialogue's programmes 

in NE Asia and Myanmar. He most 

recently established a coffeeshop in 

Taipei, Taiwan and currently works as a 

freelance writer and analyst.  Alan speaks 

English and Mandarin Chinese. 

DFD Founder 

DPRK SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR 



MIHIKA 

CHANCHANI

A graduate of Sciences Po Paris' Europe- 

Asia campus, Mihika previously worked as 

an Associate Consultant for Meta-Culture, 

a critical thinking and conflict resolution 

studio, managing the organisations 

training services and community dialogue 

initiatives. She has also worked as a field 

intern for GlobalGiving, a crowdfunding 

platform where she traveled 

independently to partner organisations in 

rural and urban South India to explore 

grassroots level initiatives in India. She 

speaks English, French and Hindi.  

PROGRAMME 
STAFF

DFD India Co-ordinator  

DPRK SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR


